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About This Game

Old Legends surround the long forgotten kingdom of Ozolan. They tell stories about Chulua, the former Ruler of Ozolan, who is
said to have buried himself in his own treasury, only using his bare hands. But after Ozolans fall, no one ever heard of the

kingdom or it’s king ever again. Only the legends survived the time and remained until today.

To learn the truth about Ozolan and Chulua you embark on an epic journey into the midst of a mythical nordic world.

In this Brick-Braker Game you accompany Runar, on his adventure through Ozolan.
Cast different spells for maximum damage and use skill points to enhance Runars strength and intelligence.

Experience his adventure in 10 scenes in a total of 50 levels.

Are you ready to follow the legend of Ozolan and reveal the secret surrounding Chuluas treasure?

Story

Experience the whole story of Runar on his search for the treasure.

Spells

Cast spell to deal huge amounts of damage.
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Abilities

Spend skill points at the end of each level and decide between strength, intelligence or more total life

Achievements

Gather achievements and become a legend.

Key Features

 3D brick breaker

 Classic game concept with a modern implementation

 Complete Story

 Ten unique handcrafted scenes

 A total of 50 level

 RPG like skill tree

 Multitude of achievements

 Authentic soundtrack and narrator

 Lots of items

 High speed

 High-quality graphics

 Adventure mode for advanced players

 German / English language available through ingame options
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Title: Ancient Rush 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Heideland GameWorks
Publisher:
Heideland GameWorks
Release Date: 4 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: AMD Athlon X4 860K or Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct X-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: 3-button mouse and keyboard

English
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theres only one mabey two`` things i will say about this and it really is a good bit of software,, but every time i use it i have to
change things in the settings to hear it, everytime` please fix this,,. If you pick the "good" option because you genuinely like
being the good guy, this game is going to force you to make some hard choices.
If you form relationships with characters easily, this game is going to do its best to make you hate Faust's guts.
If you find yourself thinking like Faust while playing the game, then it's too late for you. At least you might be able to save your
daughter.... This is a choose your own adventure book in game form. You are on an epic quest into a fantasy realm where your
decisions shape the story. The story itself is short, but there are many different interesting paths. The writing is good and
peppered with illustrations of the various events and characters. If you do something foolish or want to change your mind, you
can rewind the game to any of your previous decisions.

Combat is simple but satisfying. You and your enemies have an energy bar that you bet on each round. Whoever uses the most
points overpowers the enemy for that round and deals damage. If you bet 0, you defend yourself and reduce the damage taken to
-1. Each move is described by the narration and each battle feels unique.

Keep in mind this game is mostly text. If you don't like reading, you are going to have a bad time with this game. That said, it's
an enjoyable game and I recommend it.. This took just over 2 hours to complete this 2D side scroller, Which pays great homage
to classics such as Double Dragon and Streets of Rage.

You play as Brick Strongarm, and help Brooke and Coach rescue Hawk, yet it isn't a co-op game, and those aren't playable
characters either, which is a disappointment.

The game has a levelling system, were you can upgrade your health, specials etc, and while pricey I did Max out two of the three
tree systems, so and second play through would attain a full experience.

The dialogue was very funny and well thought out, classic save the day nostalgia. Excellent sound with some of the tracks taking
obvious inspiration from the 16bit god himself Yuzo Koshiro! With the artwork as a cartoon style and similar enemies from the
Streets of Rage series, even those dirt bikers from SoRII!

While there are 38 levels, they were very short, it is a mobile port, so I can see why. But it plays wonderful letting me complete
it in two short stints. Through the first 10-20 stages I was aiming for 3 stars each level, but as the swarms of chickens approach
it became very frustrating, something I will look to try on my second play through.

Overall, an enjoyable game, but it could have had a little bit more, still a thumbs up from me, for the nostalgia!
. its simple, its fun, it triggers nastalgia, and it doesnt hurt your wallet.. got to love the lego games. Bought it on a discount and
found it worth my money. 4 of the 6 were very interesting, two felt like they didn't put a lot of effort into the story. One of them
was very challenging.. Level 1 is easy.
Level 2 is very difficult.
And I don´t know how difficult are the other leves XD. This game is very similair to LIMBO. Compared to LIMBO this game
is:

-Much more colorful
-Much more gameplay variety.
-Slightly harder
-The same type of plot
-Slightly more reliant on invisible passages.
-Much less famous
-Much shorter

Overall I'd say it's about as good as LIMBO, so if you like LIMBO you'll like this. If you didn't play LIMBO play it first.
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As per most zombie survival games, you are forced to deal with your possessed sister, a cynical girl and a slowly turning
madman brother.

Sounds great doesn't it? Plus, you have to maintain supplies, fight off zombies, scavenge for stuff. Typical zombie survival.
Choices matter more here.. Fun and quick game...Nice drawings!. Good game to play!. This is an awesome game. It has
beautiful graphics, and some awesome vehicles. But, it hasn't been updated in like half a year. I think that if the developers
would start adding more it would be a hit, but there is no real story and once you finish all the races (A real chalenge), there's
not much to do. I liked it, but it needs more gameplay for me to really love it. In reality, this is kinda a half and half thing, but I
can't do that, so I have to give this a thumbs down.. - very short
- never really felt I was in danger or that my skills had any meaning
- writing style inconsistent and not always immersive
- clearly written as the first in a series and as such has no satisfying ending
- I felt no real connection to any of the characters I encountered
- overall a sloppy product. If you want to play a tabletop RPG and you don't want to spend hours waiting for the other players
decisions, and if you want a DM that shows no mercy, this is the game for you,

Good story, a lot of decisions to make. In almost every decision you can't predict what will happen. I challenge you to play
without die at least one time.

10/10.. its good atough not as good as rome. There isn't much to say that hasn't already been said. The Mystery P.I. series is
among the earliest and more popular Hidden Object Only games. This particular edition asks the player to find 25 keys and
casino chips in order to unlock "bonus" gameplay material. What the game doesn't tell you is that you score a million point
bonus if you also manage to locate 25 fingerprints sprinkled about the game as well. All of this uber-casual gaming fun is, of
course, in addition to the hidden objects in each area. One negative reviewer mentioned that the same areas are repeated several
times as you play the game. While this is true, the list of objects does randomly change so you can't just zip through by
remembering the first batch of object you found in the earlier scene.

HOG have become much more sophisticated over the years, with the Mystery Case Files franchise pioneering woven story
threads and sometimes maddening puzzles that must be solved in order to complete the game. Fans of these "deeper" games
number in the millions and sometimes it seems as if they could each play different games without any two folks playing the
same one. There's a saying in the Southern United States... you can't swing a dead cat around without hitting a few of them. It
definitely applies to this genre of casual games. BUT... if you have children that are just honing their nascent gaming skills and
observational abilities, or older relatives that are new to computing (I know they're out there because I have several relatives that
are just learning how to use computers) this series is the perfect introduction. Each of the Mystery P.I. games is educational,
entertaining, and is an excellent tool to assist elderly folk beginning to deal with the onset of Alzheimers or any of the vile
diseases that plague us in our golden years. I still drag these out of my "completed games" folders every now and again and tear
through them just for the nostalgia value, so I definitely got my money's worth out of them!. Where the f**k is the next part? I
have a bunch of papers to throw!
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